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Another step along the project
As you already know, the project aims to create a board game in order to talk about democracy,
European awareness and citizenship. We decided during the meeting in Turin, that it will be also
translated into an app!
In the second quarter of 2016, the partnership has worked precisely and accurately to the preparation
and development of 400 questions that will make up part of the game board.

All the prepared questions want to be the starting point of a discussion, a deepening, a reflection with
our youth workers, with our youngsters.
Which European country has criminalized first “stalking”? What is the gender wage gap? What is the
Night of Broken Glass? When did Greece join the EU? Where is the European Central Bank located?
In which country, shaking your head up and down means “no”?
They are just few questions in order to enjoy and talk about Europe, discrimination, cultural diversity...

The second transnational meeting
To share and compare reached project steps the 19th and 20th October 2016 the partnership had its
second transnational meeting, in Torino - Italy.
The italian partner Bluebook LTD hosted the Swedish partner IFALL, the Spanish Partner AIJU and
the Turkish Partner FAAL.

Following the wave of the project headline

The partnership started testing the game in
order to improve it and prepare it in the most
user-friendly way, ready for youth worker use :)

The partnership came back with many additional
tasks: testing the board game made us realize
more deeply the necessity of improve the game
with more interesting challenges for players :)
So in the next few months we are going to work in designing more elements for the game in this
direction.

Next
steps

And of course we
are going also to
work on a video
tutorial for
spreading the
game and its
rules.At the
moment watch the
promotional video

us on our
www.netnet-project.eu
www.facebook.com/groups/netnetproject

Follow
media

www.instagram.com/netnetproject_team
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